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"Campus" Broadcast
over WLBZ
Tonight, 7:00 P.M.
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Blue Quintet Wins One Campus Staff D. W.Ross To Inarticulate German People
And Drops Two Games Elects Editors Lecture Here Domina
ted By Militarists
Retires; Shiro, Sir William David Ross
On New England Trip Haskell
Bannigan, and Kent
Will Speak On Name
Are Promoted

Bourgoin Paces
Bears to Lone
Victory
SOPHS LOOK GOOD
New Men Gain Valuable
Experience On Trip;
Reserves Strong

Have Caused Jewish Plight

Of Humanities

Marguerite Bannigan, '39, was unSir William David Ross, provost of
animously elected associate editor of Oriel College, Oxford University,
and
the Maine Campus after the announcelecturer in philosophy, will speak on
ment of Priscilla Haskell's retirement
at a staff meeting last Friday. Ra- "The Name and Nature of the Huchel Kent, '40, was elected women's manities," in the Little Theatre at
news editor, and Dorothy Shiro, '40, 8:00 Tuesday evening, January 24, it
appointed acting society editor.
was announced here today.
Miss Haskell, who was chosen asProf. Ross was made a fellow and
sociate editor at the semi-annual electutor of Oriel and Merton in 1900.
tions last spring and re-elected this
fall, is to he graduated at the end of First as joint editor and later as edithe fall semester. Miss Kent succeeds tor, he supervised the Oxford TransMiss B 'gait, and Miss Shiro, Miss lation of Aristotle. publication of
which continued from 1908 to 1931. In
Kent.
Miss Bannigan majors in English addition to translations of the Greek
and is a member of the university or- philosopher, he wrote "The Right and
chestra, the Contributors' Club, the the Good." which appeared in 1930.
Musical Association, the International He was elected president of the ClasRelations Club, and the Liberal Club. sical Association in 1932.
He also served during the World
A Delta Delta Delta pledge, she served
on the recent Vocations Week commit- War as secretary of the North-East
Coast Armaments Committee from
tee.
Miss Kent is a member of the Home 1915 to 1916, and then was transferred
Economics Club, the M.O.C., and to the Department of Inspection of
. .. one of the acting captains and
Delta Delta Delta sorority. She is Munitions.
star forward on the New England trip,
associate editor of the Prism, and
In 1918 he became deputy assistant
which the basketball squad made last
plays hockey on her class team.
secretary in the Ministry of Munitions,
week end.
Miss Shiro majors in English and with the rank of major. He has also
was on the dean's list last semester. served as chairman of the trade boards
She is a member of the
governing the tobacco and the readyCabinet, the university trio, the Libe- made tailoring and the dressmaking
ebaters Will
rat Club, and the Prism Board.
industries.

Louis Bourgoin

Rushing Season Campus Hour Country's Hope
To Start Soon
Is Renovated Is "Germany
Above All"
Rushing Rules Will
Broadcast Is Altered
Remain Stringent
With Penalties

With Some Musical
Features Added

ATTACK POPE
Jews Singled Out;
They Lack
Protection

The Fraternity rushing season will
The new series of Maine Campus
Playing against extremely unstart at 8 a.m. Monday, February 6, broadcasts, which began last Thursday
favorable conditions, the Univerand will end Sunday, February 19, at night, will be continued tonight over
sity of Maine basketball team
5
p.m.
WLBZ at 7:00 p.m.
won one game of three last
Democracy in Germany is imThis is the first time that rushing
The Campus broadcasts have been
weekend in what might be called
a successful New England road
has bent scheduled for the second changed so as to add more variety and posed from the top, stated Dr.
trip. Maine lost to Rhode Island
semester. Because of this change in wider interest to the programs. The Elias Caplan, of Portland, general commander of the National
79 to 46; won the following
the rushing season, making it directly new programs include musical !ekeOrder of B'nai B'rith, speaking
game over Connecticut 45 to 29;
well
tions
as
news
as
and
the
interfollow final examinations, fraternities
on "The Role of the Jew in Geredged out by Northeastern 46 to
pret-musty
presented.
are strictly forbidden to issue any in- views
many," at the Little Theatre,
40.
The music on last week's program
vitations. either written or over the
January 15.
Rhode Island had too many sharptelephone, to freshmen before Febru- included numbers by several of the
Sixty-five million Germans, thinking
shooters for the Black Bears. Chet
musical groups under the direction of
ary 6.
as one, controlled by militarism, are
Jaworski and his mates were "harder
.
Reverend
Albion
Beverage.
A
trio
TI
-.11 1
edrnshtuug
responsible for the situation affecting
to stop than a nose-bleed," swishing
after 7 p.m. except Friday and Sat- composed of Mavis Creamer, Eliza- the Jews today, he said.
the curtains for twenty-six points to
beth
Trott,
and
Ruth
Desjardins,
sang
urday, and no money spent in such a
"The people of Germany are kind
Maine's two after the first tell minutes
way that the expense will continue a selection. Richard Chase also sang and neighborly, but they have another
of play. When the smoke of battle
a solo and the Maine Bearcats. a musiafter 7 p.m.
side," said Dr. Caplan. "They are
finally cleared, Jaworski had scored
cal sextet, accompanied.
weak because they are not individualNo freshman shall enter any fratwenty-six of his team's seventy- •
The
strains
of
the
Maine
Stein
Song
ists. They think in groups. They
ternity house until February 6, nor
points.
have
been
adopted
as
the
musical sign don't know freedom as we do. Milshall attend any organized fraternity
Despite this setback Capt. Louis
lions of inarticulate middle class are
supper party, or smoker, on or off of the program.
Bourgoin led the Pale Blue to a gloriNews events were presented by Wil- dominated by the militarists. Democcampus, before this period. The penous comeback and victory the followWomen's Team Plans
alty for any act of this sort is the loss liam Treat, editor-in-chief, Bud God- racy here is an inner revelation. There
ing evening over Connecticut State.
of social privileges in the fraternity win, contributing editor and program it is an outward compulsion."
Extended Tour In
Offensively, Acting-Captain Louis
for one year and the ineligibility of manager, Erwin Cooper, Campus
New Theory
Bourgoin and Vern Kent scored alNext Vacation
a
freshman to pledge until he is a sports editor, and Elizabeth Luce, a
The hope of Germany is contained
most half of Maine's total. Defenmember of the radio class.
senior.
in the byword, "Germany above all."
Plans are being completed for the
sively, it was Charlie Arbor who held
Pledging will take place Monday, On tonight's broadcast, the musical symbolized by the Nazi trinity of
the Nutmeggers great Herb Peterson most important debate trip of the year
Women in the East are better skiers1 Valley on the way. From Washingtrio
will
present
two new musical endeavor—oneland, one people, one
to a measly six points. Maine—or which will feature a woman's team than western women, said Sidney ton he went down the coast to Cali- February 20. From 5 p.m. Sunday,
February 19, to 5 p.m. Monday, Feb- numbers.
blood—under Nazi domination. Thus
rather Charlie Arbor—stopped Peter- and, for the first time, will go beyond Shurcliff, landscape artist,
Harvard fornia, Colorado, and Yosemite. tak- ruary 20,
no fraternity man shall be
News events will be presented by have they invented a new theory, the
son, therefore Maine whipped Con- New England. The trip, planned as graduate, and well-known winter ing pictures of skiers, ski tours, and
in the company of a freshman on or NVilliam Treat, Charles Peirce, news Aryan race, said the speaker.
necticut.
far as North Carolina, will take place sports enthusiast, during the course rotary snow plows as he went.
off campus.
editor, Marguerite Bannigan, associWomen were attacked first on the
The Black Bear squad was just too during spring vacation.
of his lecture, which was accompanied
He showed pictures of a slope at
ate editor, and Bud Godwin.
program for the new Aryan race, he
A
man
breaking
a
pledge
shall
not
tired the following evening to keep up
by
moving
Rainier
here
pictures
last Tuesday Mt.
that took five hours to
This trip, Dr. Runion says, is a gesTonight's program will be the last said. They were relegated to the kitwith the fast-traveling Northeastern ture to prove to the women students evening.
climb and fifteen minutes to come be permitted to live in or pledge to
another fraternity until one year after one until after final examinations. The chen and raising children. The Proquintet. Besides this. the Pale Blue that there is no discrimination between
Shurcliff, who became interested in down.
the date of the official breaking of next broadcast will be February 9, testant and Catholic churches were atfound Northeastern's home floor prac- men and women debaters, provided skiing through his
In Colorado, ski enthusiasts travel the
work as a landscape
tacked, because they were rich, the
pledge.
1639. over WI,137. at 7:00 p.m.
tically unfathomable. Vern Kent, the quality of debating is the same. artist, has toured
America to get such to the Continental Divide in the Rocklatter especially because the Pope took
however, found the floor much to his Women in the past have not had their pictures as those of races down Tuck- ies, fifty-six miles from Denver,
to
some of Hitler's authority.
liking—sailing sixteen points through fair share of Debate Club money,
the erman's Ravine and exhibition skiing enjoy the sport. The snow there
The Jews were singled out, he said,
the hoop.
reason being that only one woman to in Sun Valley, Idaho.
reaches a depth of from sixteen to
because they were in the minority,
Coach Kenyon offered no alibis upon four men has shown interest HowAmong the many interesting pictures twenty feet on the average, and good
because they had no center of proteclosing the Northeastern battle by say- ever, this year has shown sufficient he showed were those of the Dart- skiing can be guaranteed from early
tion. and because their wealth was so
ing, -Northeastern was just a little representation of women participating mouth-Washington ski meet held at October to June.
great. The Jews have given the world
better than we were. But," he smiled. in the first intramural tournament so Sun Valley last week. He showed
But if skiers in the East cannot ski
their Bible, he added, which contains
-wait until we meet them on our home that Dr. Ru • feels they have earned pictures of champions in jumping and in August as they can in sonic places
Life in the woods ended January 14 Service, also taught for a week. Wild- the principles of mercy and brotherly
floor."
such a trip.
down-hill running, who gave exhibi- in the %'est. at least they have good
for
the twenty-eight seniors who have life instructors were Prof. Howard love, principles contrary to the prosport in sand dune skiing as shown in
Vern Kent was the team's offensive
It is expected that three women will tions before the meet.
liven
at the Forestry camp near Prince- Nlendell and Prof. Clarence M. Al- gram of Hitler, Goebbels, and Goehstar. Playing three game on succes- be chosen to do alternate speaking.
Mr. Shurcliff traveled across the pictures taken at Ipswich. Mass., by
ring.
sive nights, Kent scored a total of Competition is open to all women comtinent to Mt. Rainier, Washington, Mr. Shurcliff, where famous skiers tilt. Maine, for the past eight weeks. dous.
The Jews were German, too. Their
Twenty-five foresters and three wildThe seniors now have a week to
forty points which brands him as one students whether or not they have stopping at such famous spots as Sun start practicing in early September.
life seniors spent a rigorous eight finish up their reports and maps which World Vat- record shows a spirit of
of the leading offensive and defensive worked in debate, the final choice to
%seeks in outdoor work, putting into play an important part in the semester patriotism. Twelve thousand died,
centers in the N. E. Conference.
be decided shortly before the trip. The
practice what they had learned and grades. Then they are free from stud- and one hundred and fourteen thouArbor, Wilson. and Craig made a debaters will be accompanied by Dr.
(Continued on Page Fore)
doing little actual study from books. ies until the beginning of next semesgreat trio of defensive guards and and Mrs. Howard A. Runion.
The foresters spent the time engi- ter. This takes the place of the.
could be counted on for points when
A debate is planned for every day
,mering. surveying, and cruising. Christmas vacation they did not get.
needed.
except one, which will be spent in a
The new series of radio broadcast
With a large percentage iif students iniwth study, silviculture, nursery
Students who went to camp are:
Bourgoin and Drew showed im- tour of Washington, D. C. The scheoriginating in Lord Hall on Sunday having attended its lectures, the second work. management of a large forest John Alley, James Cahill, Gordon
provement with each game. Their dule so far is as follows: March V.
evenings from 7:30 to 8:00, and broadThe process of obtaining a Rhodes
Vocations \Vert( held here was con- tract' and collection of data also oc- Chapman, Robert Cook, William
work in retrieving balls from the University of Newark, New Jersey;
cast through the facilities of WLBZ,
copied much of their time.
Craig. Richard Crocker, Ralph De- Scholarship and the importance of
backboards is especially commendable. March 28, College of City of New
eluded
last Friday.
have been started well on their way.
The wildlife majors followed the mant. George Doe, Harlan Fitch, and honors work
in students' curricula
The sophomore forwards, Buzz Tra- York; March 29, Upsula, East
[he largest vocational guidance pro- same camp schedule but did a different Francis Fortier.
were explained by Dean Edward J.
cy and Haw Whitten, showed them- Orange, New Jersey, March 30, These programs so far have been
grain
type
of
ever
work.
They
photograstudied
it
held
campus,
oil
Philip
this
Grant,
Ilarry Halliday. El- Allen, Prof. Stanley R. .Ashby, and
selves to advantage With continued Washingtimi, I). C.; March 31, Lynch- put on by members of the Radio Class
under the direction and supervision of included aiming its thirty-nine speak- phy, bird identiticaf . and were mer Hart. Arthur I.ippke, Merwin other menilwrs of the bottom s commit(Continued on Page Fee')
(Continued on Page Fosse)
Mr. Delwyn Dusenbury, of the Public ers. Paul Boynton, manager of the taught bow to stalk animals as well Marston, Roy Miller, Richard Mun- tee at a meeting of Dean's List sturoe, Raymond Nelson, Weston Norton. dents in the I.ittle Theatre last MonSpeaking Department.
The first personnel department of Socony-Vacts- as to attend a string of traps.
Willis Phair, Richard Quigley, Arlo day.
broadcast was on January 8. The class urn Oil Corporation, George Beach, Prof. Robert I. Ashman, Prof. Robpresented a March of Maine events du Pont Company's assistant person- ert Hess. and Prof. John Quinn were Spencer, Harold Stockholm, James
Homos work was initiated here four
of the Fall Semester.
nel director, Miss Florence Jackson, the forestry instructors from the Uni- StimIdard. Donald Strout, Richard years ago by Prof. Ashby who modversity.
Brower,
Dr.
A.
Thomas,
assistant
E.
Karl
1Venger,
awl Albert eled the present plan int the system in
The second broadcast, January 15. vocations counsellor for women, and
was a review of the football games of Miss Adele Howe, personnel director entymologist for the State Forestry ‘Vhitely.
use at Oxford, Harvard, and other
last fall. Part of the program was of Burdett College. spoke at several
pfluzressive universities. The results
meetings.
to be obtained depend entirely on the
Sure
Betty Co-ed likes winter glimpse of those mittens—heavy white given over to a play-by-play description of the Bowdoin-Maine game. The
individual's own initiative. Prof. AshThe next Vocations Week will probsports—skating, toboganning. and ski- angora—in fact, almost like boxing
broadcast this Sunday. January 22, ably be held in 1941 since it is planned
by stated.
ing—but she especially likes skiing. gloves. She has covers for them when will be on the dramatic side. There to make the program biennial.
Prof. E. Reeve Hitchner, in telling
She's no expert, yet when she's on a she plans to stay out all day. Again, I will be two or three short plays prehow students in the College of AgriThe committee in charge of this
pair of skis, not only her gala winter plain black garbadine. No chance for sented by the men members of the
culture prepare themselves for a
year's program included: President
sports costume but also her keen mai soggy, cold mittens.
Radio Class.
Rhodes Scholarship, stressed the neArthur A. Hauck, ex officio, Charles
Her
hat
looks
just
like
a
jockey's,
nipulation of them attracts attention.
Bug House Dance, sponsored by the sent "A Tisket a Tasket." Even the cessity for a broad education. Al(Continued on Page Four)
Crossland,
chairman,
Prof.
Edward
but
her
curls
offset
it—leave
it to the
It seems strange to her, however, that
Brush, Dean Paul Cloke, Mr. Fred 1Vomen's Athletic Association, at proverbial "bug in a rug" was pres- though the curricula of agricultural
exam-time always brings plenty of curls.
students are necessarily restricted, it
Loring,
Dean Olin S. Lutes, Dean Alumni Gynmasium, was infested with ent.
Maine
Will
Compete
Of
come,
she feels marvelously
ice and snow! Never does it fail!
plainbugs, jitterbugs. and humbugs—
:Members of the faculty were cospossible by making advantageous
!Edith
G.
Wilson.
clumsy in those heavy boots. Square
In
Writing
Contest
The weather is too good to be true.
no flit allowed. Alice the Goon and tumed for fun. too. We noticed a me of electives and 01 spare time to
Mr. Philip Brockway, Marguerite
toes, big, everything about them is
On a wintry afternoon. Miss Co-ed
the black witch haunted the place, al- medieval lady and a court jester.
tit oneself for graduate work. Prof.
Universities of Maine, New Hamp- Hannigan, '39, William Clifford, '39,
clumsy, but Betty Co-ed doesn't mind
though no one seemed to fear Friday, Lots of baby girls were allowed to I &chiles said that a knowledge of
dresses to go on a ski trip with sevethat. She's out for fun and her heavy shire, and Verniont will compete next Catherine Cox, '39, Robert ILow, '39,
ral others. She dons her ski outfit—a
the thirteenth. Black spiders, beetles, stay up for the dance and they seemed foreign languages is necessary for this.
white socks turned down over the semester in the fourteenth intercol- Ruth Gregory. '39, and Wendall Smith,
bats, and bugbears were suspended in- to find the I hot Cossacks and lumbermixture of black and plaid. ManProf. Wilber E. Bradt, of the Collegiate writing contest that has been
boots help some.
triguingly around the dance floor. No men amusing. Seen getting along by lege of Technology, said that engitailored garbadine with gay suspenIn case she's cold, she has one of held among these institutions. Three
calamities were reported.
ders—in fact, bright scarlet. Then a
his name alone was—Bug Adams.
neers could prepare themselves to
those zipped and furred parkas—posi- prizes will be given in the short story, Fiewelling ReadsPoems
Paul Monoghan and his orchestra
The mountaineer went to town—plus win a Rhodes Scholarship if they
scotch plaid skirt, with plenty of red,
poetry,
and
essay
tively a windbreaker. This is white—
divisions.
green, and yellow on a background of
At Phi Mu Meeting swung all the jitterbugs into a frenzy. his jug. We wonder if it was filled manifested sufficient interest in the
all black seems to dark for Betty's
Any student may submit material
Ladybugs and cavemen frolicked. with bugaboo.
black.
required subjects. Technology stutaste. She likes color when she skis. in all three classes, for which the
Dr. Howard L. Flewelling, of the especially Reed and wildlifer Kozicky.
Kenneth Burr was master of cere- dents should have a working knowlHer jacket, plain balck, is short, just
Off she goes—properly harnessed. prizes are $25. $15, and $10. Entries English department.
read five poems King Winter reigned and so did Ken monies for the floor show at intermis- edge of German or French if they plan
to her waist. It is double-breasted, her skis waxed to perfection
(it took will he called for some time in March. front Stephen Bend's "Burning City" Burr with—or rather without--his sion. Specialty tap
dances were fol- to do graduate study, he said.
which sets oft her plaid skirt to per- her an hour to do this job), her poles Prof.
Walter R 1Vhitney is in charge at a meeting of Phi Mu sorority last trousers.
lowed by a musical pantomime. Prizes
Prof. John H. Huddilston and Prof.
fection.
swinging along. Soon, she's on the here.
Monday evening. A question and disAt last we know what was in the for the most original costumes were Ronald 11. Levinson spoke briefly on
But what's a ski suit without acces- ski trail—a black dot skimming over
Each university has nine entries. cussion period followed the reading. brown and yellow basket—two bugs. given
to Dora Stacy, as the bat, and their respective fields of the humanisories! And plenty of them! A white slopes.
(Coostisred on Page Four)
A brief social hour was also enjoyed. At least, there was a couple to repre- to Thomas Verrill, as Alice the Goon. ties and philosophy.
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Go to Carolina

Shurcliff Shows America, as
Seen From Skis, at Assembly

Foresters Finish Hibernation
Of Eight Weeks at Princeton

Campus Societies
Second Vocational
Are To Broadcast
Week Concluded

Dep't Heads Advise
Cultural Training

Gaily Clad in Brilliant Plaid
Betty Treks Along the Trail

W.A.A. Bughouse Dance Was
Lousy With Wintry Bugs
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"Shoes and ships and scaling wax,
and cabbages and kings." Almost as
By George
The Humorist
great a variety of objects is found bePublished Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
Midnight
before
feel how little control
Conversation
OFTEN
WE
Sulto
returned
books
of
pages
tween
funny.
was
He
University of Maine
light hasn't bent turned off
--The
liv
own destinies. Many
Library.
our
over
Memorial
livan
have
everybody
we
with
He agreed
yet. You don't have to go in now.
About that.
has been a of us spend years and money prepardate
to
catch
biggest
The
Rice
Louise
By
1939 ******* N7(0 ION NATIONAL ADV./TM...1 MY
She—What do ya want me to do, be
Member
He awakened me
be engineers, teachers, doctors,
ten-dollar bill—used as a bookmark! uig
late, and come up before Stu G?
Service, Inc.
There comes a time, in January,
collegiate press National Advertising
At two a.m.
let me keep it," and oftentimes our bright dreams and
Colirs• PubINber, ReprehnohNsa•
more won't bring when finals are flying thick and fast, "But they wouldn't
mark
one
He—.Aw,
To say "Good night."
complained the almost-lucky circula- ii'nil hopes fade away with the years.
NOW Vona, N.Y.
420 MADISON Ave.
Dietrisator of
you to that.
and when the mere sight of a printed tion attendant.
eatt reuieisco
Los
He aroused me
CO1P,2600 • Dorton
NVe never could see where the road
I've got three al- page seems too much to be endured.
ninny!
She—You
In the morning
turned. It wasn't as though there
often
letters
and
addressed
Stamped
tell
psychologists
ready.
Then is the time, the
By holding an alarm clock
was a fork here and a fork there and
cores.
He—Well, don't bawl me out for your us, to change off to something else. found in the hooks are mailed on.
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager, all other
To my ear.
could choose. It wasn't that way
See
etondenee to the Editor-in•Chief.
to
FrankMrs.
addressed
one
Recently
past indiscretions.
So, how about a little recreational
Entered as second•class matter at the post-office, Orono, Maine.
He put salt in my coffee.
Everything seemed so clear
all.
at
Subscription: SLCO a year.
was
discovered.
Roosevelt
D.
lin
She—What do you mean by that reading? Of course, there is the story
He played
Prii.ted at the University Press, Orono, Maine.
days. The goal
from about the girl who read Asylum durSome borrowers help future readers and so right in those
marks
those
Advertising Rate SOr per column inch
got
I
crack?
The same Victrola record
not so terribly far ahead and the
Office on the third fluor of M.C.A. building. Tel. Extension SI
sign myself out. ing finals and got so woozy afterwards by leaving synopses of chapters. Tem- was
to
forgetting
1,756 times straight.
And them the road
ple students also displayed their artis- road lay straight.
Editor-in.Chief
Or rather Joe Bush hadn't she couldn't study.
William Treat
He wrote on signs
branched. We took the wrong one,
Saltines Manager
William Hilton
with
pages
by
the
ability
filling
tic
out and I thought
me
signed
However, may I suggest ll'innieI posted
then. We didn't
EDITORIAL BO'*RD
slips of paper bearing free-hand draw- but we didn't know
he had.
The-Pooh, by A. A. Milne. Winnie
On the bulletin board.
Erwin Cooper.-------Sports Editor
Managing Editor
ksiow until years later that that was a
Clement
on
by
pictures
ings,
"improving"
—
.
on
Hannigan-Marguerite
He—That's what you get, relying
Priscilla Haskell—... Associate Editor
and his little pal, Piglet, have delightAnd though I am
late to go back
Women's Hews Editor
Diaries Peirce -_____Acting News Editor
already in books, and by carefully !wand). It was too
a worthless wretch like Joe.
_.---Society Editor
Rachel Kent
ed as many adults as children. There
An upperclassman
matter now.
didn't
it
Anyway,
then.
--Photographer
the
covers.
Richard
She—He's not so worthless that I was the time when Pooh (Bear) decorating
He said, "Frosh, a match!"
That is, not much. You sort of forCONTRIBUTING EDITORS
him.
with
out
go
another
can't
are
theater
tickets
Unused
honey
much
visited Rabbit and ate so
I stood it all;
get, you know. Lydia and the kids
Burl Godwin, Donald Moore, Mary Oberly, Louise Rice.
He—(Jestingly) You go out with me, he got stuck in Rabbit's front door. find, but usually they are discovered
Job had nothing on me.
took every cent you could get hold of.
STAR REPORTERS
you?
don't
use.
for
late
too
Curran, Linwood Day, Dorrice Dow, KathSo. Rabbit used Pooh's hind legs for
But one day
And the kids were growing up and
David Astor, William Chandler, Mary Hodgdon,
Kleiner,
Borris
Hopkins,
Emily
as
bad
Kendrick
you're
so
that,
not
She--Oh,
Hansen,
leen Duplisse, Alma
Other bookmarks, rulers, calendars, needed lots more things. Darned
He winked
a towel rack, and read sustaining
Whitman, Joyce
Eleanor Look, Virginia Pease, Margaret Peaslee, Albert Toner, Irene
dearie.
Woodward.
books about Jans and Honey at Pooh's clinic cards, hairpins, paper clips, shame you couudn't send them to colAt Grace.
He—(Of course, still jestingly) Dar- north end, until Rabbit's friends and stamps, four-leaf clovers, paper nap5*
REPORTERS
lege some day. But you can't put
Randall,
Warren
Piorkowski,
ling, your words make my heart relations could pull Pooh out by force. kins, and campaign buttons.
Dorothy Day, Robert Elwell, Edith Jacobs, Henry
His fraternity brothers
Whittredge.
much money by when you're only makAda Saltzman, Dorothy Shiro, Gwendolyn Weymouth, Barbara
throb.
Sent greets chrysanthemums.
ing thirty a week. Do you remember
The Nutmeg Tree by Margery
CUB REPORTERS
no
I
do.
of
South
A
they
African
bet
She—Yeah,
journalist
Katz,
Risha
Harrison,
how you were going to build a bridge
Richard Cranch, Virginia Eddy, Marcia Finks, Edna Louise
Sharpe is one of the most amusing
Mary Scribner, Mary Louise
Charles Leining, Helengrace Lancaster, Charlene Perkins,
The electrician was puzzled. "Hey," He—Don't be cynical, sweet. Under books of the 1937 vintage. Julia did mean achievements has "invited" the some day? If it wasn't the biggest
White.
of
to
a
upon
bantering
exterior
lies
Akron
my
confer
University
he called to his assistant, "put your
it was going to be the best. Boy, but
BUSINESS STAFF
have odd ideas about behavior, but
him "an appropriate degree, perhaps
warm, human self.
hand on one of those wires."
Peter Skoufis___—.................. Manager
that was a long time ago. And that
no one ever said she wasn't generous
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wasn't sure which was which. Don't
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started everything was little Georgic's
Accompanying me invitation were
the Balentine steps?
touch the other one or you will drop
to two choices. It was something
sling-shot. Lord Emsworth and even
four of the author's manuscripts and
She—(To herself) What is this I
dead."
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Should the university evidence in- the day of pledging came he waited.
me get out of here. See you in
wonderful eyes and hair.
will suffice (vicarious living), you
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the
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terest,
applicant
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bye.
lab tomorrow. Good
Because lie was not afraid of what
can almost always depend on Peter
the American consul-general at Cape- others would say of him, he pledged
hyum. Good bye.
social fraternities and sororities are, of course, rather vague, all natural beauty and grace.
Within Crime, Phoebe
Crime
Drax's
town "voluminous proof of my liter- to neither House until he could be
although sororities can require a minimum of pulchritude in their But all that is over now.
Taylor's Asey Mayo detective stories,
ary attainments."
Roomie's Clarinet
very sure that his final choice would
candidates. Most groups choose their candidates entirely on I stood behind her yesterday and
not to mention Agatha Christie.
watched her run down the street.
be the best one. Later, when he hail
Our roomie who has bought himself
merit, but at times some considerations are heeded which do not
On a more deliberately literary side,
Nino Martini, leading Metropolitan I
seen for himself the type of fellow
is an awful goon. The
clarinet
a
is Dynasty of Death by Taylor Opera tenor, paid two fines in kangapertain to the candidate's merit.
An absent minded professor went trouble is, he listens to the radio and there
that had pledged to both of the houses,
The particular consideration which we question is the at- into a shop to buy a jar. Seeing that of course Arty Shaw is good and Ben- Caldwell, which incorporates what roo court at the University of Iowa then he chose, and, as it later proved,
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one was upside down he exclaimed, ny Goodman is good, but woe is us.
chose far wiser than he might have
tempt to maintain an equality in the representation
paint, and silk stockings) family in a
His offenses: NVearing a necktie and
done at first.
nities and sororities in these groups. Up to a certain point, "How absurd. The jar has no Our roommate is terrible. As we said, very readable novel.
with
co-eds.
two
walking
mouth." Turning it over, he was once
ON TO lighter things. It's rumembers will be chosen on merit. Then when one fraternity or more astonished. "Why, the bottom is he bought a clarinet but to him it is a But if you insist, in spite of every- The sentence: "You will have to kiss
squeak stick, or sometimes even an
mored that the Saturday night (loins'
something heavy— both the co-eds in public."
sorority has gained a maximum number, no more members will gone, too," he ejaculated.
reading
on
thing,
agony pipe, and boy, he said a mouth"That," said Mr. Martini, "is more in Memorial Gym are not to be missed.
time like this—you really are
be admitted from that group. regardless of merit. Consequently,
ful. You ought to hear that thing cry at a
Thelma Murray, who is a little bit
it." He complied without ado.
like
me.
they
beyond
because
admission
What's the charge, officer ?"
several deserving candidates are denied
out against its fate, in the cruel hands
of all right, is singing with Watie
happen to belong to a fraternity or sorority with a large number "Fragrancy, sir. He's drinking per- of our roommate.
One for the book—any book—turns Aiken,' orchestra that p.m. Fred Patfume."
First lie drapes himself in his loud
up at the University of Detroit. It terson is going to dish out the customof eligible candidates. The new group is therefore composed of
seems the boys were cafeteria-ing in ary boloney in the guise of the master
sloppy clothes and lets his hair fall
some fully qualified members and some who definitely do not Why newspapers are like women:
great style when there was a delay of ceremonies. The Three Bears are
down in his eyes. Then he wets the
deserve membership.
I. They are thinner than they used
at the head of the line, where coffee giving their all--and it's all pretty
old reed and the trouble begins. Like
susbe
would
committees
class
that
be.
to
It might be anticipated
good. No stags are admitted so this
was being served.
the Pied Piper of Hamlin he attracts
By Emily Hopkins
ceptible to this criticism under the new method of selection. Al- 2. There is a bold-faced type.
Says Sophomore Willy to a female I is one affair where you won't have to
all the rats in the vicinity. The rats,
3. Back numbers are not in demand.
Orchids to the committees that put flunkey : "What's the delay?"
worry about losing your girl friend
who call themselves jitterbugs, in their
though we are not aware that the class officers have been guilty
4. They have a great deal of influ"I have to wait for some saucers," alter esery fourth step.
biological confusion, rally round the on the very successful Penny Carnival
of this as yet, they may set a good example for other groups by ence.
"Bughouse" last Friday night! Every- says the f. f.
AND NOW', if we don't see you all
refusing to take fraternity or sorority affiliations into considera- 5. Every man should have one of room and help murder the melody. one certainly had a grand time seeing
"Oh, never mind," says W., "I can till after mid years, to those who do
They beat on the lamp shades and
have
i
not
and
own
his
aftcr
neighhis
tion.
bang on the waste basket, yelling the costumes their friends wore and drink out of the cup."
• not pass beyond. may we wish the best
We can think of no organization which chooses its ou it bor's.
cif schedules for the next semester,
"Yeah man! Beat it out! Hit the entering into the spirit of the affair
And then a fresh hush at St. Nor- life, liberty, and the pursuit of happithemselves. We hope the prize winerosive! Jam it solid!"
members that has any cause to consider the fraternity or sororit) 1939 Pale Blue Revue
ners, Tommy Verrill and Dora Stacy, bert College tells of conducting a lieNS. whether it be at the blackboard
affiliation of its prospective members. We grant that when all
Will Be Given in Orono It's silly, isn't it?
alias "the Goon" and "the Mouse," grammar (IlliZ tIOWiliONII with a pop- or the barroom,
is
inmate
Our
musically-inclined
good
be
might
there
candidates
the
other factors are equal among
ular local barmaid on the answering
The Pale Blue Revue iii 1939 will sometimes even worse than usual, like enjoyed their cocoanuts.
reasons for attempting to maintain a certain amount of equality
In case you failed to recognize the end.
2, 3, 4, in the the time when:
March
presented
be
among the social fraternities and sororities. In no case, however. Orono Town Hall. according to Wil- We came its one night and sve found competent performers in the "Bug' "What's the plural oi 'vchose'?" subject of the photo will be helpful.
3. The following divisions have
should one's fraternity or sorority affiliation be considered of liam Clifford, in charge of production. him. He was sitting in the middle of house" fluor show, the cast was as queried the embryonic grammarian.
The beautiful barmaid pondered the been set for the contest: (a) Still life;
This second annual production of the floor howling away at his clarinet fellows: Cannibals—Lib Emery, Patmajor influence.
question for some time, then popped (I,) scenes; (c) action and candid
the Pale Blue Revue, presented under and he was terrible. When we asked ty Cliff, Hilda Rowe, !daddy Smart.
up brightly with "Whoses"I
photos; Id) portraits. A special dithe auspices of the Arts Club, will him what on earth was he doing, he and Polly Reilly; explorer-scientists-—•—
vision to be called "College Life" has
place the emphasis on dancing and I said lie was playing low down and Skip Creamer, Marge Taylor, and Peg
To give recognition to the outstand,inging. with a greater variety of dirty. That's why we threw him into Maxwell ; skeletons—Betty Gammons, ing photographs taken by college and been added this year to give recognitii in to those photographers who take
the shower. The music faltered a bit ; Isabelle Crosby, and Barbara Emrues than last year.
university amateur photographers, a special interest in recording the life
on pertnest
(Th• correspendeace columns of The Campus are open to the public author's
then he broke into if ii Rains ll'ho mons. The cannibals' beautiful wigs
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%Vilson College is filming its stuDavee.
Since everyone else is airing out his
eyes and ears open as news of this mun icat
to the Maine Campus dents while walking to aid them in
would be best qualified. Certain- the eight dancing choruses. At the
Miss Davee is a senior in the Col- event develops.
opinions, might I air out a few of boys
to
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about
states.
tryouts Friday fifty girls reported.
they know enough
correcting posture and walking delege of Arts and Sciences. She is a
mine? I thought that all of the die- ly
Besides giving recognition to in- ficiencies. (ACP)
intelligently.
Bud Godwin is putting the finishing member of the Arts Club, Y.W.C.A., The skiing classes are running into
hard abolitionists were dead, but I see pick
vidual photographer s, the special
I hope this letter will bring a few touches on the script that will present Vespers Chorus, and Delta Delta Del- a little difficulty. Not only is the snow
that some would still eradicate probscarce, but bit by bit all available hills Salon Edition of Collegiate Digest
thirty or forty characters in unfold- ta sorority.
The National Student Federation of
lems rather than solve them. I think constructive responses from some who
are being swallowed up by the monster will show the high quality of the work America at its last convention voted
ing the plot.
Mr. Hitchings is an assistant in the
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Secretaries of the Revue are Helen Economic Research staff in Washing- steam shovel to make way for the new being turned out by the nation's most not to back the annual nation-wide
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Schoolboy Track Aces
Defeat Frosh In Close
Meet; Toothakers Star

Fast Improving Bear Basketeers
Battle Speedy Northeastern Five
In Conference Clash Friday Night
Rest May Enable
Maine to Win
This Week
A point for point battle is in prospect Friday when the capable Northeastern basketball quintet invades
Orono to try to repeat its victory over
the promising Maine varsity.
Northeastern has four men who are
particularly outstanding in the league.
Gurney is tops in the conference;
Toucey is fast and shifty; Gleason
plays a fine floor game, and is a good
shot; Captain Conley cats split the
curtains from any part of the floor.
Last week, Cottley scored seven baskets against the Blue.
Maine, however, with a promising
group of sophomores looking better
and better, and with some veterans
who have played excellent games already, is no cinch for the Northeastern boys to topple. While it is true
that the Bears lost by half a dozen
points last Saturday, they were a lot
better than the score indicated. Two
of the last three baskets scored by
Northeastern to pull out a ball game
that had been close all the way were
one-hand, seemingly impossible shots
from the corner; the third was a long
shot. When you add to that the fact
that this week the team will be playing after a rest— instead of having
spent the two previous days traveling
by day and playing the league's best
teams by night—you find that the Blue
should be at least even money this
week.
Maine, one must concede, will have
one disadvantage. The boys are slated
to play Bates the following night,
hut the possession of two squads of
equal ability, and plenty of reserve
material may overcome this handicap.
One thing that the trip last week
showed was the fact that the team had
dropped a lot of the jittery play that
characterized the Colby game. Kenyon's men picked up even more against
Connecticut, and really showed their
potentialities in beating the Nutmeggers. Maine looked even smoother in
the Northeastern game. Therefore, it
should be in form this week, when
the rough spots have been smoothed
out by Kenyon.
Vernon Kent, tennis champ. showed
that he was as good on the road as
at home during the trip. He played
outstanding ball all through the trip,
and improved in every game. He
scored 13, 11. and 16 points in the three
games. Drew also played well.
Coach Kenyon is not certain whom
he will start as yet. Probably it
will be either Bourgoin or Whitten
at left forward; Drew or Tracy at
right forward; Kent or Stanley at
center; Millen or Arbor at left guard;
and Wilson or Craig at right guard.
All of them will probably see action.

Stiff Competition
Yearling Quintet
To Meet Capers Expected At Meet
The freshman basketball squad will
face its stiffest test next Friday when
it meets the fast South Portland aggregation in a preliminary game to
the Varsity-Northeastern clash.
The frosh first string cagers have
shown their power in stopping the
rally of the scrappy Old Town quintet with a 32-31 victory last Saturday
night. However, the freshmen have
nothing on the South Portland hoopsters as the Capers have experienced
material on their sqaud. Up to date,
the freshmen have not really played
tough games, even though the scores
were very close.
The close scores are attributed to the
fact that Coach Wells keeps the first
string cagers in the game long enough
to grab an early lead and then freely
substituting so as to give experience
to as many men on the squad as possible.
Outstanding for the frosh is Nat
Crowley, who is without doubt the
smoothest, fast-passing man on the
squad. Supporting Crowley is the fast
forward combination of Downes and
Dow. Both men are good shots and
are dangerous within the scoring zone.
French and Hodgkins play a steady
game at their guard posts. Coach
Wells also has able substitutes in
Small, Burke, Leger, Barrows, and
Briggs.
Freshmen Hoopmen Defeat
Speedy M. C. I. Team

By Erwin E. Cooper
Following the Northeastern basketball game, the University of Mainc
hoopsters will become knights of the road and play a scheduled game with
Bates at Lewiston. This game should give an interesting light on the
State Series basketball final standing, for Maine now leads the parade with
one victory against no defeats in State Series competition, while Colby has
broken even in two attempts while Bates met defeat in its only start in State
Series competition.
In both of the games played to date, each team has won by only a single
point so that as yet there is little to choose among the three teams. On the
basis of State Series games, Bates has failed as yet to win a game, but they
have been close on two occasions. The first time, the Bobcats lost to the
strong Massachusetts Institute of Technology team by one point, and the
second time, they journeyed up to Waterville and lost by only one point on
the opposition's yoor. Bates has been improving rapidly despite its failure
to make an entry in the win column and
be gunning for a victory that
would upset Coach Kenyon's farriers and thus throw the State Basketball
Series into a three team tie as the teams reached the halfuny mark.
Colby fans will be hoping that this is just what will happen, for after
mid years both Bates and Colby College rules permit freshmen to play on the
varsity, and the Mules have an exceptionally strong freshman team. Bates
also figures to be in the running after mid years, for the Garnet has a tar
player in McLaughlin, a freshman, who played for Bridgton last year. In
addition, Coach Spinks is hoping, that mid years concluded, Howie Kenney,
one of the stars of last year's Bates team, will give up his studies, for the
return of Kenney would definitely stremfthen the Bobcats and give them that
extra punch which has beets lacking so far this season.
On the basis of other performances so far this year, however, the Pale
Blue appears to have the stredyth, at the present time, to clinch the crown.
Maine showed plenty of class in bowing to Northeastern away from home, and
in beating Connecticut State, and it will be a different team than that which
played Colby that takes the yoor in all of the rentability basketball games
this year. .Of course, the question is, just how much Colby and Bates will
be strengthened after mid years and whether the Maine team will lose any
key men after the exam period. Sometimes this has happened and the Pale
Blue has found itself behind the eight ball for reserves. Time, however, will
tell, and the Black Bears will have much to gain by defeating Bates next
Saturday night, for a victory at that time will give Maine a commanding lead
race and the Orono callers will need but one win in the remaining two State
Series games to assure themselves of no worse than a tie for the State title.
Rig! now, if it weren't for those factors which may intervene after twcation,
the Bears look to be about the class of the Maine Intercollegiate Loop.

Not for ten years has there been
any closer competition for the Charles
Rice Trophy than is expected Saturday
in the Intramural track meet. The
meet title is awarded on the basis of
the placing of non-lettermen, but the
trophy goes to the highest scoring
team, regardless of the varsity standing of the team members.
The cup is given in memory of the
only Maine athlete ever to run a 100
yard dash in less than 10 seconds.
Rice ran a 994 century, but the mark
was never officially recognized because
of a slight following wind that may
have aided him to turn in the phenomenal time. Rice was later killed in
the World War.
The winner of the trophy must have
strong non-varsity men to add to the
two or three first place scores that
the lettermen are expected to win. Almost every fraternity has two varsity
men, but none have more.
The intramural title is just as close
a struggle. East Oak has Bill Gilman, frosh sprinter and hurdler, who
will probably take two or three firsts,
but lack of other strength should remove them from the running. One or
two other freshmen make the dormitory sections contenders that cannot
be overlooked, but the fraternities
should settle the title among themselves. No favorite can be picked.
The two meets will be run concurrently, although the dashes will probably be split up into two sections to
cut dowtt the size of the heats. Competition will be in the 70 and 300 yard
dashes; 600, 1,000, mile, and two mile
runs; 45 yard high hurdles and 100
yard low hurdles; shot put; discus;
javelin, and 35 lb. weight throws;
high and broad jumps; and the pole
vault.

Gilman Challenges Rifle Team Drops
Gowell's Hurdle
Recent Matches
Record
The University rifle team dropped

Although the freshmen won eight four of their five matches fired last
first places out of eleven, the combined week. Major Cooper's marksmen
South Portland and Phillips high found the off-hand position a setback
school track teams gave the yearlings this week as all the team went below
the second dual meet defeat that any par in this position. The squad is
Jenkins-coached team has ever suf- scheduled to go through a thorough
fered, 54-45. The addition of the practice, stressing trigger squeezing
Toothakers and two other Phillips and sighting in the standing position.
men to an already strong Caper squad In the prone, sitting, and kneeling
was too much for a freshman outfit positions the team has showed up well.
In all four positions Gettysburg Colthat has one good man in almost every
lege scored 1808 points to Maine's
event, but little else.
1797; Rutgers 1807, Maine 1797.
Bill Gilman, ace freshman hurdler,
However, in the match with N.Y.U.,
nearly equalled Johnny Gowell's old
Cooper's squad upset the dope by demeet record of 654 seconds in the 45
feating the N.Y.U. riflemen 1797 to
yard high hurdles, set when he was at
1771. In the prone, sitting, and kneelSouth Portland. The speedy Augusta
ing positions, Virginia Polytechnic Inrunner also set a new meet record in
stitute scored a victory by defeating
the 100 yard low hurdles of 1194, and
Maine 1335-1322. Maine bowed to
won the 70 yard dash.
the University of Vermont 1355-1322.
Coyne, of South Portland, set a
The five high scores for Maine
second new meet record in the high
were: Coffin 363, Walker 361, Peavey
ft.
over
the
bar
at
5
jump, going
1054
360, Halliwill 358, and McCain 355.
ins., besides taking two seconds and a
third. Russ Redmun beat Maurice
Men-Rating: Massachusetts State
Toothaker, National Scholastic cross College women want these attributes
country champion, in the 1,000 yard its the men they'll marry: 1. personalrun, and Hale made it a clean sweep ity, 2. thoughtfulness, 3. dancing abilfor the visitors by taking third.
ity, 4. lots of brains, 5. good looks,
Maurice Toothaker and his twin and 6. money. Today's co-eds are
brother, Malcolm, finished one-two in not gold diggers. (A.C.P.)
the mile, beating Lyle Wiggins, of the
froth, easily. The winner's choppy,
mechanical stride was too effective Time, 1:24)4 secs.
100 yard low hurdles: Gilman (F),
for anyone to give hint much compeCoyne (SP), Lydon (SP). Time,
tition.
Garfinkle, Hall, Gorman, Graham, 111i secs.
1.000 yard run: Redmun (SP),
and Boucher wont first places for the
freshmen, and Blanchard and Winters Maurice Toothaker (P), Hale (SP).
Time, 2:31.3.S secs.
added the only other points.
A New York court has ruled that Summary:
300 yard dash: Hall (F), Strachan
Freshmen 45, South Portland and (SP), Foster (SP). Time, 3534 secs.
candidates for police posts cannot be
High jump: Coyne (SP), Wood
given extra credits because they have Phillips, 54.
45 yard high hurdles: Gilman (SP), Winston (SP). Height, 5 ft.
been to college or have played football.
(F), Strachan (SP), Coyne (SP). 10)/2 ins.
(A.C.P.)
Time, 634 secs.
Broad jump: Graham (F), Coyne
70 yard dash: Gilman (F), Foster (SP), Vinters (F). Distance, 19
The "four most valuable students" (SP), Wood (SP). Time, 8 secs. ft. 814 ins.
attending U. S. colleges and univerMile run: Maurice Toothaker (P), Shot put: Gorman (F), Burnham
sities will be honored by the Elk, Malcolm Toothaker (P), Wiggins (P), Foster (SP). Distance 43 ft.
Pole vault: Boucher (F), Blanchard
National Foundation after a special (F). Time, 4:5294 secs.
Garfinkle (F), Mal- (F). Sanders (P). Height, 10 ft.
600
yard
run:
competition. (A.C.P.)
colm Toothaker (P), Greenlaw (SP). 6ins.

With the play ragged and brilliant
by turns, the Maine freshman basketball team was strong enough to carry
Fellow-Stealing: Sixty per cent of
a lead throughout the game, and to
Ohio %Vesleyan's co-eds interviewed
stop a last ditch rally by Maine Central Institute as they won 41-38 last
have no scruples against snagging anweek.
other girl's "steady," while at the
The yearling squad went out early
University of Toledo only 49 per cent
in the game to a lead of 8-0 as it
of those polled thought it was okey
Frosh
Cagers
Triumph
kept the prep school boys from scorThird Time In Season steal someone's "adored one."
ing until late in the first period. Here
the M. C. I. team came up to 8-6 as
The freshman cagers turned back
Majors: Exactly 54.3 per cent of
Puiaa and Goodfellow counted. Openthe rally of a hard-fighting Old Town the University of Hawaii students
ing the second period, a foul shot and
quintet last Saturday night, winning answered "yes" when they were asked,
two lay-ups by Small made it 13-6;
a close contest, 32-31, to register its "Are you convinced that your present
but Machel tossed in a rebound to
third straight triumph of the season. college major will become your life
bring it to 13-8. Hodgkins and Small
Coach Wells' hoopsters got the jump work ?" Those taking teacher trainWomen-Rating: Rhode Island State
scored again, and then Puiaa and
on the Old Town quintet in the early ing courses answered "yes" with a College men rate the things they look
Briggs matched baskets to leave the
part of the game. With Michaud and majority of 72.1 per cent, with no for in their "ideal girl-friend" this
count 19-10.
Stevens entering the scoring picture, other major coming near that number way: I. personality, 2. face, 3. figure,
Briggs dropped in another long shot the Indians pulled away
from the fresh- of affirmative answers. (A.C.P.)
and 4. brains. (A.C.P.)
and Small scored again; but a foul men in the
last period to cut the
by Goodfellow and a long shot by frush's lead to one
point. The oneWaiters and bus-boys in Temple
A Dartmouth College student has
D'Archangelo kept the prep team in point lead was threatened
several times begun publication of a weekly news- University's grill and cafeteria celethe ru
g. A foul boosted the frosh and, with only two minutes to
play, paper for skiing enthusiasts. (A.C.P.) brate once a year by holding a Gravy
score to 24; but Goodfellow beat the Coach Wells sent in his
first team.
Ball. (A:C:P:)
guards down to make it 15 for M. C.
Levine Dow took over the scoring
Compulsory Assembly : Texas State
I., and the half ended with the frosh
for the freshmen in the closing min- College for Women is divided 50-50
The University of Texas drama
holding a lead that, in view of the
utes when he sank a nice shot to put on the question. Juniors voted strong- loans library last year provided Texas
uncertain play, was not too big.
the frosh out of danger, but Pelletier. est against it, with 64 per cent asking high school students with copies of
In the third period, M. C. I. came Old Town forward, tossed in his
20.000 plays. (A.C.P.)
lone abolition. (A.C.P.)
back to score a lay-up and a rebound basket to set the Indians right back
shot to come up to 24-19. But French within wining distance.
However.
Wrestling Squad Has
banged in a long toss to keep the frosh capitalizing on Dow's tally, the yearPractice Sessions well in the lead. Play ran back and ling cagers managed to scrape through
1.01.11 LATEST OUTSTANDING %CELIAC\ HITS
forth here with both teams missing. with a 32-31 victory.
Preparing 1,ri
.,,pct
matchvs Crowley and French counted for the
Substitutions were made freely, thus
with Bangor and Lewiston Y.M.C.A.'s Blue; but a foul and a lay-up by
the wrestling class under Coach Al Goodfellow and a left hand shot by unahling any one yearling to star in
Beverage is polishing into a potential Squires left the tally 30-24 as the can- the game. Twenty-four freshmen
were given a chance to play.
squad.
to closed.
Twenty-four maimen report now for
Coming back in the final chapter,
Dr. E. P. Cubberly, retired Stanpractice after two months of training M. C. l.'s Britting made a long toss
ford University professor, has given
toward the regular intramural compe- and Squires dropped a foul through to
to that institution a new $535,000 edutition to begin in March. Wrestling. whittle the lead down to 30-27. But
cation building which he has paid for
with fencing anti boxing, was initiated Small matched the points with a btsILVNGILEI
with royalties from books he has
as a spccial gym class late in Novem- ket and a foul. Then Johnson broke
written or edited. (ACP)
01110\41
In,
, Sat
Huns.
ber.
away for a neat lay-up shot, only to
Claudette Colbert
'Duns. Jan lo
The squad now includes: Cummings, have Britting imitate him on the other
in
Valets. Irwin, de Graffenriesi, Kozic- basket.
up shot, and Squires scoring an over"UP THE RIVER"
"ZAZA"
Briggs came through with another head, they brought it to 39-3(s
ky. Ziono, Nowell. MacKenzie, Ramswith
with
dell, Edmund. Neistron, Dearborn, long shot and then intercepted and
For a moment the ball went down
Herbert Marshall, Bert Lahr,
Preston Foster, Phyllis Brook'
Garsoe, Hoyt, Svedeman, Reed, Bow- passed to Small to give the Bosh a the court; then M. C. I. found it arid
Helen Wesley, Walter Catlett
Sportlite—Cartoon
ser. Hathaway, Cranch, Potter, Emery, lead of 39-30 at this point. Here Ma- tossed to Machel, who counted to mak,
chel got loose under the prep basket it 39-38 with seconds to go. Here
Ifenderson, Dyer. and Olsen.
Mon., Tues., Wed.
Fri., Sat., Jan. 20-21
to make it 39-32. With a fresh team Crowley took the ball. and after stallJanet Gaynor, Doug. Fairin against them, the Institute boys ing for a moment, tossed from the
Jeanette McDonald, Nelson
Skiers Begin Practice;
Isniks, Jr., Paulette Goddard
Eddy
continued to rally, and with Brining foul line to make it 41-38 The game
in
Improvement Shown sifting through the defense for a close. ended a moment
in
later.
"THE YOUNG IN
Regular practice sessions for downHEART"
"SWEETHEARTS"
t
Mc Picture you'Si
hill and slalom skiers were started last
Paramount News
asking for!!
week under the instruction of Don
ALWAYS DEPENDABLE
McNaughton. Newcomers showed de, Jam 23-24
,
Mon , Ttn
cided improvement in doing the funda"KENTUCKY"
mental turns on the slopes across the
with
river. Cross country men, in spite of
OLD TOWN, M AIN F
Loretta Young, Richard (,reen,
the scant amount of snow, worked out
BANGOR
We Specialize in A',placation Photot
In Technicolor
on the cross country course.
See Dick Tremaine, Lambda Chi
Fri.
News—Comedy
The climax of the week of practice
I tanchiit Tone, Franciska Gaal,
Our Agent
was a trip to Garland over the week‘Valter Cormilly
Wed., Jan. 25
Tel.
360
end with about twenty-one men getting
"THE GIRL DOWNThis is the Big Nite
a chance to practice real downhill skiSTAIRS"
ing on high slopes. The greater amount
showing
of time was spent in basic practice,
Sat., Mon., Tues
"WHILE NEW YORK
with only a small portion devoted to
[he Heart of a Man vs. the
SLEEPS"
APPLICATION PHOTOS
Mind of a Monster
the timing of slalom and downhill

I

LOST
Late Thursday afternoon, January 12, near west door of
Wingate Hall
A black, tine wool sweater
belonging to Mrs. Creamer, 12 Wingate

The College World .
7Fs 1iat4444

BANGOR and ORONO
M & P Theatres

OPERA HOUSE

,Myers' Studio

races on the courses.
After watching the winter sports
men in their strenuous workout, Curtis
stated that the skiers of this year present more outstanding prospec tive
material than in any year that he has
been at the University.

11

Quick Service

The Modern Studio

The Perry Studio

Old Town
Exchange St.
Tel. stoti
BANGOR
Dick White and Ed Graffam, Mgrs.

5TRPti

BIJOU

"THE SON OF FRAU
RENSTEIN"
, Rathbone, liela Lugosi,
and Boris Karloff
as
"Frankenstein"

with
Michael Whalen. Jean Roges s
Sportlite, Comedy, Cartoon
3 shows daily 2.30, 6.30, 8.30
Feature 3.00, 7,00, 9.00

One Picture Tells as Mitch as Ten Thousand Waffle'

Shutters click . . . flashlights flare . . .
cameramen are "Johnny on the spot"
wherever and whenever anything of
interest to the college student happens
. . . to bring to the Editor of Collegiate
Diciest three thousand pictures every month
. . but of course it is only possible
wing you the best of these . . . in
addition to the numerous collegiate feaures appearing exclusively in Collegiate
Digest every week with

Maine Tainputi
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Annual Pale Blue Cabaret
M. C. A.
To Have Fin▪ e Floor Shows • v....a-,

Campus Calendar

NOTES

Jan. 19
Thursday
7:00 p.m. "Campus" Broadcast over
WLBZ

Walk Akins Band
To Furnish
Music

1111.1.1111111111111.111.14▪.

Mayor Patterson

Jan. 20
Friday
Rehearsal for the men's glee club
1:00 p.m. "Campus" Staff Meet-

CAPLAN

FIRST WRITING CONTEST Original Poetry Heard
(Continued from Page One)

(Continued from Page One)

At Contributors' Club

three in each class. After the entries
have been submitted, the English department will select three judges to
choose the three best manuscripts for
each type of work. The final judges
will be men not connected with the
three universities.
The universities rotate its taking
charge of the contest. This year the
University of Maine will have the
short story, Vermont will have the
essay, and New Hampshire will have
the poetry.
Two years ago Maine won, with
Vermont second—last year New
Hampshire won, with Vermont second anti Maine third.

will be held Friday, January 20, at
ing
6:00 p.m.in the M.C.A. building.
7:00 p.m. Basketball game. Frosh
will
radio
band
Rehearsal
for
the
r.•/".
vs. South Portland
.1 be held Saturday, January 21, at 1:00 8:00 p.m. Maine vs. Northeastern
Mayor Fred Patterson will be mas4 4 p.m. in Lord Hall.
Jan. 21
Saturday
ter of ceremonies when Maine's only
A deputation team to Bar Harbor
1:00 p.m. Intramural Track Meet
night club, the Pale Blue Cabaret,
leave the M.C.A. building at 1:15 8:00 p.m. Pale Blue Key Cabaret
will
sponsored by the Pale Blue Key socieSaturday, January 22.
Jan....22
ty, will reopen for a one-night stand
Sunday
Sunday vespers will be held in the
Gym4:15 p.m. Vesper Service
Saturday evening in Memorial
January 22.
at
4:15
Theatre
Little
nasium.
Jan. 24
The speaker will be Rev. Edwin T. Tuesday
7:30 p.m. Sir James Ross, of Ox1 his last social function before midBuehrer, pastor of the Fellowship
ford, will speak its the
years will feature Watie Aiken' orChurch in Orono. There will be special
Temple Elected President
Little Theatre.
chestra and vocalist, Thelma Murray.
music also.
Of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
A floor show will also be a highlight
Rehearsal for the freshman swing M.O.C. Goes on Weekend
of the evening, There will be a spotband will be held Monday, January 23,
Hike to Fitt's Pond Philip Temple was elected president
light dance. Creamer and Sobel, Ed
at 6:00 p.m. its the M.C.A. building.
of the Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity
Marsh, Frank Buss, the Three Bears
After a five-mile hike from the main for next semester at an election held
Rehearsal for the men's glee club
(Skip, Ruth, and Beth), and others
will be held Wednesday, January 25, road into Camp Roosevelt, Saturday last Monday.
will do specialty numbers.
at
7:30 p.m. its the M.C.A. building. afternoon, twenty-five members of the
Other officers chosen are: Harold
The gymnasium will be decorated
Rehearsal for the girls' glee club M.O.C. enjoyed a weekend of skating
Higgins. vice president; Richard Morand tables for .four will be arranged
Edditigton.
East
Wednesday,
January
25,
Pond,
be
held
on
Fitt's
will
Ceremonies
Master
of
to
be
.
.
is
ton, secretary; Richard Pierce, treasaround the hall. Ushers will escort .
Blue Cabaret, which is at 6:30 p.m. in the M.C.A. building.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl D. Larsen were urer; Albert Toner, chronicler; James
all couples to their reserved tables at the Pale
went
on
This
Others
who
Saturday evening.
the chaperons.
Hall, warden; Paul Wyman, herald;
and refreshments may be ordered dur- being held
the trip are: Florence Cousins, Lucille and Robert Lovejoy, chaplain.
is the only event of its kind held here. Preliminaries In Peace
ing the evening.
Hall, Joanna Evans, Lois Leavitt,
Contest Slated In April Helengrace
Admission is seventy-five cents a
Lancaster, Ruth McClel- New Public Speaking Course
couple. No stags will be admitted.
Meet
A peace contest will be held at land. Barbara Perry, Helen Philbrook,
Inaugurated by Bunion
The proceeds from the cabaret will Carter, Andrews
Maine sometime in April. Speeches June Phelps.
ScholarKey
Pale
Blue
Debate
the
Radio
toward
In
go
Bates
A 11VA' course in public speaking
,re to be given on any peace subject.
Neva Sylvester, Norma Sylvester,
ship fund.
primarily for prelegal students and
A radio debate was held last Thurs- I he winner at the Maine Prelimina- Margaret Sawyer, Margaret Steinries will compete with the winners metz, Gwendolyn Weymouth, Albert dealing entirely with court procedure
Part In Brady Capture day night at 8:30 between Bates from the other colleges of the state Bonney, Richard Boyer, Richard Cof- will be given next semester by Dr.
of Maine
in the finals which will be scheduled fin, Richard Cranch, Nathaniel Doten, Howard L. Runion, of the Public
Told 4-H Club By Hurd College and the University WLBZ.
debate teams over station
from ten days to two weeks after the Nicholas Denesuk, Rudolph Haffner, Speaking department. This course,
Everybody has tense moments in
The debate was an educational fea- preliminaries at the University of Charles Hall, Richard Holmes, Willis Pb. 6a, a section of Pb. 6, will be
their life; but Everett "Shep" Hurd, ture presented by Professor Quimby, Maine.
limited to the first fifteen students to
Libbey, John Maines.
sign up.
president of Dakin's sporting goods
There will be prizes of $50, $35, and
College, primarily for high
of
Bates
store in Bangor, does not want to
College district $15 for first, second, and third places. Four Upperclassmen Are
the
Bates
schools
in
live again the experience of seeing
Pledged to Fraternities Sigma Chi fraternity elected the
who will be taking up debating next
following officers at its regular meetgangster Dalhoover start to raise his
BROADCAST
RADIO
semester and using the same debate
Stephen Hamlin has been pledged ing last Monday night: President,
guns after G-man Walsh had told the
(Continued
from
Page
One)
question the debate teams used.
to Beta Theta Pi fraternity, and Ed- Stanley Holland; vice president, Wilgunman to "stick 'em up," Mr. Hurd
The question was: Resolved, that
Every society on the campus is to win Lanigan, Robert McGrath, and liam Chandler; secretary, David
told members of the College 4-H Club
at a meeting Wednesday night in the the United States and Great Britain have its chance to broadcast a pro- Amos Fletcher have been pledged to Greenlaw; treasurer, Leon Koneclu,
should form an alliance. The Bates gram, and a survey is being made Kappa Sigma fraternity, it was an- tribune, George Schmidt; historian,
M.C.A. building.
Collegt debaters had the affirmative now to find out what each society and nounced recently by the Interfrater- Paul Morin; associate editor, John
"There was a man in back with a
and the U. of M. debaters had the organization cats contribute in the way nity Council,
Colby.
machine gun, the third best pistol
negative. This was a non-decision de- of programs and material. As soots
shot in the country, by my side, and
date.
a; mid-year exams are over and the
thirty government agents outside; but
Those on the Maine debating team spring semester is under way, audi- •
that did not entirely reassure me at
NOTICE
were Elton Carter, a sophomore, and tions will be held for all persons wantthat moment," he said.
Francis Andrews, a freshman. This ing to have a chance at broadcasting.
The Brady gang was dangerous, abIn an effort to facilitate CAMPUS deliveries, it is
Each person's voice will be classed
was Andrew's first intercollegiate desolutely ruthless, and gun crazy, said
urged
that you immediately report any CHANGE of ADbate. Both men participated in the and catalogued for future use on the
Mr. Hurd.
forthcoming programs. "This is a
intramural tournament.
DRESS
to the CAMPUS, Box 69, Alumni.
"I do not believe they had ever been
Those on the Bates College debat- new venture," Mr. Dusenbury said,
4--H Club members, although they
If
you
do not now receive your CAMPUS, a note of
will
do
"and
it
is
hoped
that
everyone
ing team were Layton Dingley and
were originally farm boys," he said.
explanation and your name and mailing address will bring
Eric Lindell. Dingley was the winner his part to make it a success."
He told of his suspicions when the of the University of Maine speaking
it.
Cooper Union's library last year
men asked for new Colt revolvers and
contest four years ago.
Business Department
four
per
circulated 230,819 books, only
a large amount of ammunition.
"There was something about the Fellowships Offered
cent of which were fiction (A C P)
men. When they went out, I told the
By Teachers' College
clerk, 'If those men aren't gangsters,
•
I'll eat my hat'," he told his audience.
The School of Education wishes to
He said that he had told the police call attention of seniors in the School
at the time, but that they had paid him of Education or the College of Arts
little attention. His fears, he said, and Sciences as well as all teachers
were not lessened whets one of the in the field of this general region—
clerks told him the following morning Eastern Maine and New Brunswick—
that he ban seen "Shep" shot to death to certain valuable scholarships and
by gangsters. in a dream.
fellowships at Teachers' College at
When the men returned three weeks Columbia University.
These aids
later, he led them on. They showed range all the way from tuition values
an avid interest in repeating weaixins, to complete living. They are awarded
and requested a thirty-two shot clip on the basis of results its competitive
for a Luger pistol. They also asked examinations. These examinations are
Mr. Hurd if he could secure a ma- given on March 10 and 11. Applicachine-gun.
tions must be in before February 1.
"Of course, I was not telling the
See Professor Ernest Jackman at
truth; but I knew gangsters wanted 10 Stevens Hall South for further
those guns; and I was trying to find information, and for an application
the men out."
blank,
The gangsters showed interest in
machine guns; and told Mr. Hurd that
money was no object.
the way the sound effects were
"I then told the state police, who achieved with studio equipment.
HAPPY COMBINATION
got in touch with the FBI men," said
After the talk, refreshments were
Mr. Hurd. "I had told the men to be served; and games were played by the
back in a week. When none of the attending chili members
government men showed up for several days, I was worried. Therefore,
Patronize Our Advertisers
I was greatly relieved when a man
combines in rare
presented an FBI card near the end
of the week."
degree qualities you'll find in no other
He told of the completeness of the
The best haircut in any
cigarette. In Chesterfield you'll find
trap that was laid. "They had every
style awaits you at
spot in the vicinity covered, even the
refreshing mildness...better taste... more
alleys," he said.
pleasing aroma. Its can't-be-copied blend
The agents told him of the killerStrand Theatre
Orono
...a combination of the world's best
instinct of the bandits. This did not
ease his mind any, he told the group.
cigarette tobaccos,..brings out the finer
When Dalhoover entered, Mr. Hurd
qualities of each tobacco.
nudged
Walsh, and
whispered,
"There's your man." Walsh pushed
ART IN FLOWERS
When you try them you will know
a guts into Dalhoover's ribs. Dalhoo'Brockway's Flower Shop
why Chesterfields give millions of
ver saw the machine gun in the back
Central St., Bangor
of the store, and finally raised his
men and women more smoking
Phil Gregory, SAE
arms.
pleasure...why THEY SATISFY
Campus Agent
"He had guns in his hands, in his
pockets, and he was facing me," said
Mr. Hurd, telling of his feelings at
that moment. "When he raised his
arms, Walsh threw him to the floor
and handcuffed him," he said.
SKIS — SKATES
"The other bandits started shooting
and
they were shot," said Mr. Hunt "SevACCESSORIES
enty-two bullets pierced Brady: and
SKATES SHARPENED
`11,
forty hit Shaeffer," he said.
Mr. Hurd then showed motion pie
titres, taken at the time, of the bodies
WILL FIND
and of the surrounding territory.
RIGHT COMBINATION
showing where many of the bullets
WillklY11(Ak1
411.44.,
had gone He also showed pictures
''""IVACUTY
of the Gang Buster program which he
31.3/ MILL Si ORONO
had participated in later. One of the
things that interested him, he said. was

Audrey White read original poetry
selections at the Contributors' Club
meeting held Sunday evening in Balentine sunparlor.
At the business meeting conducted
by Albert Toner in the absence of the
president, Louise Rice, it was voted
to try to secure Ernest Hemingway
as speaker for the next lecture sponsored by the club.
The next meeting of the club will
not be held until some time after final
examinations.

WOMEN'S DEBATE TRIP
(Continued from Page One)
burg College, Lynchburg, Virginia;
April 3, University of West Virginia;
April 4, University of Pittsburg; April
5, Syracuse University; and probably
Boston I'll: ersity here the 6th.

N. E. TRIP
(Continued from Page One)
experience and improvement Coach
Kenyon will be able to use Tracy and
Whitten to alternate with Bourgoin
and Drew. thus having two pairs of
forwards of equal ability.

Patronize Our Advertisers

sand were maimed in the war.
"Here," he said, "in America, people
listen to a Republican speech and vote
Democrat. They read opposition to
their own beliefs in the newspapers.
They think and talk as they like to
think and talk. This is America!"
"The safety valve of our American
life is the toleration of any thought,
spoken or written. Even Father
Coughlin, with his hysterical denunciations of the president, the Jews,
bankers, is tolerated."
Father Coughlin is its seeming alliance with Goebbels, he said. This
was lately evidenced by the speech of
the Father, which was ahnost a replica
of one of Goebbels,' given two years
ago.
"The Nazis are not persecuting the
Jews, Catholics, and liberals, but civilization," he said. "There are two
forces in the world today, the jungle
philosophy of brutality, the other, of
justice and humanity, conceived in the
Bible and history. If civilization is
to endure," he concluded, "we must
see that the second doctrine does not
perish."
The meeting of the Liberal Club
planned for Wednesday, January 18,
has been postponed until after finals.

1.

ghe grace Shoppe
3 Mill Street
FOR ONE NVEEK ONLY
SHEER CREPE HOSE.
Reg. Price
Sale Price

YOUR PARENTS AND FRIENDS
WANT TO KNOW ABOUT
YOU
SEND THEM SUBSCRIPTIONS TO
THE MAINE CAMPUS
27 issues
$1.00
Mailed anywhere
Just look up any of the following:
Bill Hilton
Bill West
Peter Skoufis

Phi Kappa Sigma
Phi Gamma Delta
Bangor

Listen to the Campus Broadcast
•

MARYLIN MESERF,

ofMarion, Ohio, chosen
as the country's most
beautiful girlofthe year.

(blend)
. the
of American and Turkish tobaccos
in Chesterfield which gives millions
more smoking pleasure.
Chesterfield

Bill Casey's Barbershop
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...the blend that can't be copied
...the
ofthe
world's best cigarette tobaccos
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